This paper proposes a novel remote sensing signal de-noising algorithm based on neural networks and tensor analysis. The defects exist in a constant deviation between the wavelet coefficients and that the wavelet coefficients of the noisy signal to estimate the discontinuity of hard threshold function and soft threshold function, limiting its further application in order to overcome this shortcoming, this paper proposes a new threshold function, compared with the original threshold function, a new threshold function is simple and easy to calculate, not only with the soft threshold function is continuous. To deal with this drawback, we integrate the NN to enhance the model. Neural network belongs to the basic unsupervised learning of neural networks, the principle of competition based on the mechanism of learning and biological and the memory capacity can be increased as the number of learning patterns increases, not only offline learning can also be carried out on-line "learning while learning" type. The integrated algorithm can host better performance.
INTRODUCTION
The signal that in the driving cycle obtains mostly including chirp the signal, noise effect by, directly carries on the analysis processing to the collection signal is not precise as to carry on the accurate analysis to the signal, needs from containing chirp the signal withdraws the desired signal, thus serves the purpose of de-noise. In order to achieve signal-to-noise separation and improve the signal-to-noise ratio, according to the characteristics of signal and noise differences, people designed a number of de-noising methods, forming a series of signal processing theory. The main principle of early signal de-noising is to filter out the noise frequency components in the signal. The principle of the Fourier transform, the original observation signal from the time domain transform to the frequency domain, according to the signal and noise in the frequency domain to show the difference filter out noise components, and finally through the inverse Fourier transform to obtain noise reduction signal.
However, there are some overlap between the object signal and the frequency domain of the noise signal. It is difficult to distinguish the frequency spectrum of the two signals strictly by the traditional wavelet transform. However, the noise is not independent of the frequency domain of the signal. Under this basis, the analysis and discussion on the different de-noising algorithms is essential. The remote sensing image de-noising is an important content and difficulty in the processing of remote sensing image. The result of de-noising has a direct impact on the extraction of data attributes and the interpretation of general data. The most commonly used methods of de-noising are wavelet threshold de-noising, blind signal separation and de-noising, and minimum noise separation and extraction. In the modern RS image enhancement models we always take the classification algorithm into the consideration as the basis for the further processing reference. Because the ground resolution of the element correspondence has certain scope, when some land cover type area is smaller than the image ground space resolution will present in an element in fact to include two or more terrain features the phenomena, this is the usually called mixed pixel. The mixed pixel generally exists in content-based retrieval to ground terrain feature distribution quite complex region especially so.
Due to the influence of the various atmospheric conditions and scattering, the mixture of ground objects may be different for each pixel. Therefore, a better approach is to assume that each component of the mixed pixel features is a random variable, as rather than unknown parameters, the spectral changes of objects can be described in a random manner and more effectively capture. To express this kind of stochastic linear mix appropriately, supposed each terrain feature the component is a random signal source, and this can regard as the multi-spectral remote sensing image is the multiple source composite signals. As a result of the precise component of the terrain feature usually unknown, the classified issue of multi-spectral remote sensing image transforms as the multiple source composite signal blind source separation issue. Under this basis, in the later sections, we will propose our new model on remote sensing signal de-noising algorithm based on neural networks and tensor analysis. To start, in the figure one, we show the signal de-noising performance evaluation. 
OUR PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The Characteristics of the Remote Sensing Signals. One driving type microwave imaging radar that the synthetic aperture radar developed in the early 1950s, it can all-weather, around-the-clock carries on the high resolution imaging observation to the global sea, not by the limit of mist and dust and fog. Internal wave is a ubiquitous marine mesoscale phenomenon, the rapid development of SAR technology is an important means of internal wave detection, because of the internal waves for the underwater navigation marine engineering, marine observation etc. have a significant impact so the study of internal waves caused the oceanographer researchers' great attention and the marine remote sensing field. Therefore, in as much as possible to keep the original image by interpolation of existing information at the same time to improve the remote sensing image resolution become the import research content and the primary research orientation.
The most commonly used interpolation algorithms are recent interpolation algorithm, bilinear interpolation algorithm, bilinear interpolation algorithm, fractal interpolation algorithm. Although these interpolation methods can process the original remote sensing image, it can improve the visual effect of the image, but because these algorithms only consider the correlation of image pixels, the global correlation is not taken into account. Visual effects at the same time, but also to some extent damaged the original image of the high-frequency detail information. Regarding the two-dimensional image signal accumulates two-dimensional wavelets base who forms by the one-dimensional wavelet through the tensor is isotropic, it can only express effectively one-dimensional strange information strange information, but cannot describe the two-dimensional or general higher-dimensional strange information in image optimal, such as line, outline and some other important information, thus has restricted the performance of wavelet interpolation algorithm, after reducing the interpolation, the space quality of the remote sensing image. For dealing with this, we introduce the Contourlet.
These methods have some limitations, such as HIS transform method because of the distortion of the original spectral characteristics of spectral degradation, principal component transform fusion will lose its original physical characteristics high-pass filter fusion method will filter out high-resolution band images of the texture information. Wavelet transform can decompose the image into different frequency domain, and use some different fusion rules in different frequency domain to obtain the multiresolution decomposition of the fusion image, and so as to preserve the original features of the original image in different frequency domain.
The Neural Network and the Modification Methods. Neural network belongs to the basic unsupervised learning of neural networks, the principle of competition based on the mechanism of learning and biological and the memory capacity can be increased as the number of learning patterns increases, not only offline learning can also be carried out on-line "learning while learning" type of learning and other neural network learning mode, with rapid learning capability, each the input of a sample vector can be all the important characteristics of its long-term memory as the most important thing is the memory capacity between the stability and the flexibility to achieve a good compromise, which adapt to the smooth and dynamic environment that is the ideal poly class algorithm. In the figure 2, we show the NN architecture. The neural network is one type forward feed multi-layer that has three or over three unidirectional dissemination and the basic philosophy of algorithm is the LS, it uses the gradient search technology learning process is the adjustment weight, to cause the network actual output value and some error mean-square value between the desired response values is smallest. The training parameters and the estimation of cost function can be expressed as formula 2~4.
The neural network capacity is limited, mainly manifests in beforehand assigning of competition level neuron integer, and this affected it the use enormously in actual cluster, in view of the specific application usually needs to carry on certain studies to determine the appropriate competition level neuron integer. When the input space category trend increases, cannot expand automatically, cannot use the beforehand cluster the result while we must train the neural network. In our model, we adopt the genetic algorithm to implement this procedure. The genetic algorithm operates on the population, each population has a number of chromosomes, each chromosome corresponding to a solution to the problem, starting from an initial population, using the selection strategy based on fitness in the current population selection of individuals, the use of the replication, Hybridization and mutation methods to generate the next generation population, so that the next generation to the optimal solution direction evolution, and finally to meet a certain convergence conditions, and the most suitable solution to the optimal solution. We propose the normalization formula as follows.
The Tensor Analysis. The tensor is the natural promotion of vector. Said simply that the three dimensional vector has the matrixing functions of three components, the three dimensional tensor has the matrixing functions of nine components. However is not so long as wrote the matrix notation to become nine integers the tensor must satisfy linear transformation forms invariable this condition.
Vector analysis is the Cartesian space, namely the 3D Cartesian coordinates of vector calculus, its limitations are obvious, there are many physical quantities in more than three of the components, if the component is understood as dimension, and mathematical method that needs analysis in high dimensional space, necessary tensor the analysis of the existence and development of the further and later meaning. In variant theory launches based on linear transformation theory, its significance is reveals in the nature not the intrinsic property of change along with the coordinate system. In variant theory manifests its value finally, after Einstein's the attraction structure of the geometrization was discovered. Since then, in variant theory becomes the important and basic content in mathematical, mathematical physics has had the direct influence in Riemann the research of geometry. In the figure 3 , we demonstrate the definition and next section will introduce the combination model. The Remote Sensing Signal De-noising Algorithm Design. We integrate the wavelet analysis and tensor model to achieve the modification. The algorithm carries on the multi-resolution wavelet decompositions under the different criteria the signal and will inter-wine the composite signals of various different frequency contents decompose the different frequency bands the sub-signal then including the noise signal decompose under some criterion according to the need to the different frequency bands in then the noise frequency band reset as the formula 6.
According to these two basic principles, the PD signal de-noising effect evaluation should include two parts, first to determine the signal to noise ratio of the signal after de-noising whether to meet the requirements, followed by the use of the certain evaluation parameters to measure the de-noised waveform distortion , and that is, the need to measure the signal before and after de-noising signal to noise ratio evaluation parameters and measure the waveform after the de-noising of the evaluation parameters to evaluate the overall de-noising effect.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a novel remote sensing signal de-noising algorithm based on neural networks and tensor analysis. The differential geometry needs to reveal the intrinsic property of curve and surface, this nature not only has nothing to do with the choice of coordinate system, and has nothing to do with the choice of parameter, the vector function meets this request exactly and therefore the differential geometry cannot leave the method of vector analysis. Under this basis, we revise the neural network architecture with the integration of the tensor analysis. The defects exist in a constant deviation between the wavelet coefficients and that the wavelet coefficients of the noisy signal to estimate the discontinuity of hard threshold function and soft threshold function, limiting its further application in order to overcome this shortcoming, this paper proposes a new threshold function, compared with the original threshold function, a new threshold function is simple and easy to calculate, not only with the soft threshold function is continuous, and the high order derivative, which makes some kinds of the mathematical treatment, at the same time it has hard thresholding function incomparable flexibility. In the future research, we will conduct more experimental analysis to verify the effectiveness.
